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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Patients with advanced Parkin-
son’s disease (PD) may require device-aided
therapies (DAT) for adequate symptom control.
However, long-term, real-world efficacy and
safety data are limited. This study aims to

describe real-world, long-term treatment per-
sistence for patients with PD treated with levo-
dopa-carbidopa intestinal gel (LCIG). The study
also aims to describe patient profiles, treatment
discontinuation rates, co-medication patterns,
monotherapy rates, and rates of healthcare vis-
its and their associated costs for patients
receiving all forms of DAT (deep brain stimula-
tion [DBS], continuous subcutaneous apomor-
phine infusion [CSAI], or LCIG).
Methods: In this retrospective analysis of the
Israeli Maccabi Healthcare Services database,
adult patients with PD were analyzed in three
cohorts, based on DAT (DBS, CSAI, or LCIG).
The primary endpoint was LCIG treatment
persistence 12 months after initiation.
Results: This analysis included 161 DAT-trea-
ted patients (LCIG, n = 62; DBS, n = 76; CSAI,
n = 23). Among those who discontinued, the
mean time to discontinuation was 86.4 months
for LCIG and 42.4 months for CSAI (p = 0.046).
Twelve months after initiation, 14.3% LCIG,
10.7% DBS, and 5.9% CSAI patients were not
receiving any additional anti-parkinsonian
therapy. At the last recorded visit, 28.6% LCIG,
13.3% DBS, and 5.9% CSAI patients received
DAT as monotherapy. During the first
12 months after initiation, 45.2% LCIG, 65.2%
CSAI, and 1.3% DBS patients had no reported
hospitalization days. Annual healthcare visit
costs decreased following LCIG initiation
(US$9491 vs. $8146) and increased following
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DBS ($4113 vs. $7677) and CSAI ($6378 vs.
$8277).
Conclusion: DAT are well maintained in
patients with advanced PD. These retrospective
data suggest that patients receiving LCIG may
have higher long-term persistence rates com-
pared with patients receiving CSAI. A subgroup
of patients was treated with DAT as monother-
apy without additional oral anti-parkinsonian
therapy, with LCIG showing the highest rates.

Keywords: Apomorphine; Deep brain
stimulation; Levodopa infusion; Monotherapy;
Parkinson’s disease; Treatment persistence

Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

There is limited information on long-
term, real-world use of device-aided
therapies among patients with advanced
Parkinson’s disease (PD).

This study utilizes anonymized patient
data from the Maccabi Healthcare Services
database to examine real-world treatment
persistence, co-medication, and
healthcare visits and associated costs
among patients with PD receiving deep
brain stimulation (DBS), continuous
subcutaneous apomorphine infusion
(CSAI), or levodopa-carbidopa intestinal
gel (LCIG).

What was learned from this study?

Device-aided therapies are well maintained
among patients with advanced PD.

Treatment with LCIG was associated with
longer treatment persistence than
treatment with CSAI, and LCIG was
associated with higher rates of use as a
monotherapy compared with CSAI or
DBS.

Healthcare visits and associated cost
decreased after LCIG initiation but
increased following DBS and CSAI.

INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative
disease characterized by loss of dopaminergic
neurons in the substantia nigra, resulting in the
characteristic symptoms of bradykinesia, rigid-
ity, and tremor [1]. In addition to motor
symptoms, patients with PD often experience
non-motor symptoms that include neuropsy-
chiatric, sleep, autonomic, sensory, and gas-
trointestinal symptoms [2]. While oral levodopa
is the gold standard for PD treatment, the
therapeutic window of oral levodopa narrows
with progressive disease, and patients may
experience symptom fluctuation [1].

Device-aided therapies (DATs) may be
required to achieve adequate symptom control
in patients with advanced PD [3]. DAT that are
available at present are continuous subcuta-
neous apomorphine infusion (CSAI), deep brain
stimulation (DBS), and levodopa-carbidopa
intestinal gel (LCIG) [3, 4]. Using DAT as a
monotherapy may help to minimize drug–drug
interactions, promote better treatment adher-
ence, and decrease subjective medication bur-
den [5–7]. However, despite the demonstrated
effectiveness of these treatments, patients usu-
ally require supplemental treatment with oral
anti-parkinsonian therapy while they are
receiving DAT [3, 8, 9].

LCIG delivers a continuous intestinal infu-
sion of levodopa-carbidopa, allowing for more
stable plasma levels of levodopa relative to oral
levodopa therapy [10, 11]. Results from post hoc
analyses of the GLORIA (Global LOng-term
Registry on efficacy and safety of LCIG In
patients with Advanced Parkinson’s disease in
routine care) and COSMOS (COmedication
Study assessing Mono- and cOmbination ther-
apy with levodopa-carbidopa inteStinal gel)
studies have demonstrated that LCIG could be
used as monotherapy for the control of motor
symptoms, with almost a quarter of patients in
routine clinical care continuing long-term
monotherapy for 2 years [7, 12]. CSAI is
administered subcutaneously via a fine-caliber
tube from an infusion pump. Patients often
receive CSAI in conjunction with oral medica-
tions, although CSAI may be given as a
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monotherapy [3, 9]. DBS involves the surgical
implantation of electrodes in specific regions of
the brain, most commonly the subthalamic
nucleus or the globus pallidus [13]. DBS is typ-
ically used in conjunction with comedications,
with the goal of balancing oral medication with
stimulation effects [3].

Databases of electronic healthcare records
are useful tools to study the real-world out-
comes that can be achieved with these treat-
ments. In this study, we examine long-term
patient data from the Israeli Maccabi Health
Services (MHS) to investigate real-world DAT
treatment for patients with advanced PD. This
analysis characterizes multiple aspects of DAT
use for advanced PD in a real-world setting. The
primary goal of this retrospective analysis of the
MHS database is to describe the real-world,
long-term treatment persistence with LCIG as
an indirect indication of a balance between
efficacy and safety that is acceptable to patients.
For this study, treatment persistence is mea-
sured based on the time to treatment discon-
tinuation, and the associated probability of
treatment discontinuation after 12 months. The
study also aims to describe the profiles of
patients treated with each DAT, assess discon-
tinuation rates, therapy duration, and health-
care visits (outpatient, emergency department,
and hospitalizations) and the costs associated
with these visits for patients using DATs, and
evaluate co-medication patterns and
monotherapy rates across the population of
patients with advanced PD who are treated with
DATs.

METHODS

Study Design

MHS is the second largest health maintenance
organization in Israel, and maintains a database
that includes the electronic medical records of
approximately 2.5 million active members (ap-
proximately 25% of the population of Israel)
dating back to 1993. This ‘‘cradle-to-grave’’
database provides physicians and researchers
with long-term follow-up information on
member patients because of the program’s high

retention rate, with\1% attrition annually.
The database is representative of the Israeli
population, as it comprises data from an even
distribution of clinics and service providers
throughout Israel, a country with universal
healthcare. MHS collects data from medication
prescriptions, MHS pharmacy network pur-
chases, the MHS central laboratory, consulta-
tions, hospitalizations, and procedures.

We performed a retrospective analysis of the
MHS database from 1 September 2009, when
LCIG first became available in Israel (DBS and
CSAI were already available at this time),
through the cutoff date of 28 February 2019.
The study was approved by the Bayit balev
internal review board committee of MHS (ref-
erence number 0057-18-BBL), and patient data
were anonymized and de-identified before
undergoing analysis. Bayit balev of the Maccabi
Group is the committee of the MHS and
approves Maccabi’s studies, including the
research use of Maccabi’s databases. Patients
were separated into three cohorts based on DAT
therapy (DBS, CSAI, or LCIG). Data were col-
lected on prescription dispensing (including
drug dosing), comorbidities, healthcare visits,
employment status, use of assisted ambulatory
devices (e.g., wheelchair or walker), caregiver
support, and average duration of therapy.

Patients

This analysis included all patients in the MHS
database who initiated DAT therapy since 1
September 2009, were aged 18 years or older,
and had a diagnosis of PD based on Interna-
tional Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems, 9th revision (ICD-9;
currently used by the healthcare system of
Israel) coding (Fig. 1). By using the ICD-9 diag-
nosis of idiopathic PD as an inclusion criterion,
secondary and atypical Parkinson syndromes
were automatically excluded, as these syn-
dromes have different ICD-9 codes. Addition-
ally, by focusing on patients receiving DAT
therapy, it is also highly likely that patients
diagnosed with other extra-pyramidal syn-
dromes (including atypical or secondary
parkinsonism) were not included in this
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analysis, as use of DAT in these patients is rare.
This analysis focused on patients receiving DAT,
rather than those whose PD was considered
advanced. Patients early in the course of PD
would not be included based on this criterion,
as these patients are managed with oral thera-
pies. Patients who started DAT treat-
ment\12 months before the cutoff date,
regardless of whether they had discontinued
therapy, were excluded. To reflect the real-world
population with advanced PD, patients with
other comorbidities, including cancer, were not
excluded from this analysis, as patients with
advanced PD often have disease-related and
non-disease-related comorbidities.

Assessments

Data were collected at baseline (before initiation
of DAT), 12 months after initiation, and the last
documented visit before treatment discontinu-
ation or the cut-off date on 28 February 2019.
The primary endpoint for the analysis was
treatment persistence at 12 months following
initiation of LCIG therapy, as assessed by the
estimated rate of subjects continuing treatment.
Secondary endpoints included 12-month treat-
ment persistence for CSAI, long-term treatment
duration with LCIG or CSAI, and treatment
persistence at months 12, 24, 36, 48, and 60
with LCIG or CSAI. Continuation of DBS could
not be measured, as the device is not removed,
so discontinuation is not reflected in the data-
set. The treatment discontinuation date was
calculated as the last date medications were
purchased together with the number of days
medication was supplied; if patients died before
the end of the period in which medication was
supplied, they were censored rather than
counted as discontinued.

Secondary endpoints for all patients using
DAT included the proportion of patients using
DAT as monotherapy, the proportion of
patients taking 1, 2, 3, or 4 or more co-medi-
cations at 12 months, the last documented visit
with ongoing DAT, the additional levodopa
equivalent daily dose (LEDD) at 12 months and
last documented visit, and healthcare resource
consumption (including hospitalization days,

emergency department visits, outpatient visits,
and healthcare visit cost per year) 12 months
before initiation of DAT, 12 months after initi-
ation of DAT, and for 12 months before the last
documented visit with ongoing DAT. Safety was
measured via free text searches for adverse
events (AEs). LEDD did not include levodopa
administered via LCIG or apomorphine
administered via CSAI, as it was not possible to
determine how much dopa or apomorphine
was administered by these routes because only
prescription data were available. Two models of
monotherapy were used for this analysis: a
stringent definition in which patients received
only DAT (model 1), and a broader definition,
which allowed patients to also receive the con-
trolled-release formulation of oral levodopa in
addition to DAT (model 2). Some data, includ-
ing patient characteristics and the occurrence of
AEs, were extracted from patient records from
the review of physicians’ notes.

Statistical Analysis

Results are presented using descriptive statistics.
Baseline characteristics were compared using
the chi-square test for categorical variables and
one-way analysis of variance or the
Kruskal–Wallis test for continuous variables,
depending on the variable distribution. Baseline
healthcare visit costs were compared using a
generalized linear model with gamma distribu-
tion with log-link. The Kaplan–Meier method
was used to estimate the DAT discontinuation
rates and the 95% confidence interval (CI), and
comparisons between cohorts were conducted
using the log-rank test.

Healthcare visit costs are presented as annu-
alized data. Unit costs were extracted from the
Israeli Ministry of Health price list and con-
verted to US dollars using purchasing power
parities 2018 ($1 USD = 3.663 Israeli shekels)
[14]. The economic analysis was focused on
healthcare resource use in terms of direct med-
ical costs. Healthcare visit costs consist of hos-
pital, emergency department, and outpatient
visits. Medications (including PD-related medi-
cations and DAT) were not included in health-
care visit costs.
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Patients ever
treated with DAT
• LCIG: 77
• DBS: 373
• CSAI: 141

Patients with
>1 DAT

• LCIG: 4
• DBS: 5
• CSAI: 2

First DAT before
September 1, 2009
• LCIG: 0
• DBS: 54
• CSAI: 64

No PD diagnosisa

• LCIG: 0
• DBS: 219
• CSAI: 48

First DAT after
February 28, 2018
• LCIG: 11
• DBS: 13
• CSAI: 3

Patients aged
<18 years
• LCIG: 0
• DBS: 1
• CSAI: 0

Manual review: 
not PD

• LCIG: 0
• DBS: 3
• CSAI: 1

Manual review: 
not DBS

• LCIG: 0
• DBS: 1
• CSAI: 0

Final study cohort
• LCIG: 62
• DBS: 76
• CSAI: 23

DAT prior to
PD diagnosis
• LCIG: 0
• DBS: 1
• CSAI: 0

Adv Ther (2022) 39:2009–2024 2013



Healthcare visits (categorical variables) were
compared between therapies for each time
point using the chi-square test. Healthcare visit
costs were compared between therapies using
generalized linear mixed models with gamma
distribution with log-link. As there was at least
one outpatient visit per patient, there was no
need to account for zero costs. No adjusted
analyses were performed. The three time frames
(the 12 months before DAT, the 12 months
following DAT, and the 12 months before the
last DAT measurement) were addressed as
repeated measurements.

RESULTS

Patients

A total of 591 patients receiving DAT were
identified (LCIG, n = 77; DBS, n = 373; CSAI,
n = 141). After applying the study exclusion
criteria, 430 patients were excluded and 161
eligible patients were included in the analysis
(LCIG, n = 62; DBS, n = 76; CSAI, n = 23; Fig. 1).
Overall, baseline demographics were generally
similar between groups (Table 1; Supplementary
Table S1). However, patients with DBS tended to
be younger at initiation of DAT (p = 0.003) and
had a slightly shorter disease duration before
receiving DBS than did patients who received
LCIG or CSAI (p = 0.002). While median base-
line daily LEDD was slightly lower in patients
who were treated with DBS (1175 mg for DBS vs.
1667 mg and 1475 mg for LCIG and CSAI,
respectively; p = 0.011), median daily levodopa
tablet frequency was similar in all groups (5–6
per day; p = 0.397). Daily LEDD does not
include levodopa delivered via LCIG or apo-
morphine administered via CSAI, as the dose
could not be estimated from the prescription
data. Hypertension was the most common

comorbidity in all groups. Caregiver support
from foreign workers was reported by most
patients receiving caregiver support for all
groups.

Treatment Persistence and Use
as a Monotherapy

Twelve months following initiation of LCIG
and CSAI, the median time-to-treatment dis-
continuation had not been reached (Fig. 2;
Supplementary Table S2); after 12 months,
89.3% of patients who received LCIG and 82.4%
who received CSAI were still receiving treat-
ment. During the full 9.5-year follow-up period,
among those who discontinued treatment, the
mean time to discontinuation was 86.4 (95%
CI, 73.3 – 99.6) months for LCIG and 42.4 (95%
CI, 27.7 – 57.1) months for CSAI (p = 0.046;
Fig. 2). Note that the mean times are presented
here, as the median time was not met for the
LCIG group; the median time to discontinua-
tion of CSAI was 34.6 months.

Among patients with at least 12 months’
follow-up, the proportion of patients using DAT
as monotherapy at 12 months [defined as no
other additional anti-parkinsonian medications
including oral levodopa (model 1)] was 8/56
(14.3%) for patients receiving LCIG, 8/75
(10.7%) for patients receiving DBS, and 1/17
(5.9%) for patients receiving CSAI (Fig. 3). This
pattern was maintained during the last visit
with DAT, with 16/56 (28.6%) of patients
receiving LCIG, 10/75 (13.3%) receiving DBS,
and 1/17 (5.9%) receiving CSAI continuing
monotherapy (model 1) treatment. Similarly, at
12 months of DAT use, a greater proportion of
patients receiving LCIG were using only one
anti-parkinsonian medication (including but
not limited to oral levodopa) in addition to DAT
than were using two, three, or four or more
drugs (one treatment, 39.3%; two treatments,
19.6%; three treatments, 14.3%; four or more
treatments, 12.5%; p\0.001). More than half of
patients receiving CSAI used four or more
additional PD treatments at all time points.

In the 12 months after the initiation of DAT
and at the last measurement of DAT, the mean
daily LEDD of added medications (i.e., non-DAT

bFig. 1 Reasons for exclusion. aPatients were excluded for
not having a diagnosis of PD. The diagnoses of these
patients were not recorded in this study. CSAI continuous
subcutaneous apomorphine infusion, DAT device-aided
therapy, DBS deep brain stimulation, LCIG levodopa-
carbidopa intestinal gel, PD Parkinson’s disease

2014 Adv Ther (2022) 39:2009–2024



Table 1 Patient baseline characteristics

Characteristic LCIG (n5 62) DBS (n5 76) CSAI (n5 23) p value

Sex; n (%) male 38 (61.3) 48 (63.2) 15 (65.2) 0.941a

Age at diagnosis of PD (years); median

(IQR)

58.1 (49.5–66.4) 55.4 (49.8–61.7) 59.9 (55.9–67.0) 0.134b

Age at initiation of DAT (years); median

(IQR)

69.4 (59.7–76.9) 65.3 (59.2–68.3) 68.9 (63.7–79.6) 0.003b

Disease duration at initiation of DAT

(years); median (IQR)

10.9 (7.5–13.4) 7.5 (5.1–10.7) 10.1 (6.7–14.9) 0.002b

Levodopa use, median (IQR)

Levodopa equivalent daily dose, mg 1667 (1056–2225) 1175 (841–1597) 1475 (837–2183) 0.011b

Levodopa/carbidopa daily dose, mgc 1375 (825–2167) 1100 (825–1688) 1050 (550–1650) 0.393b

Daily levodopa tablet frequencyd 6 (3–8) 5 (3–7) 5 (3–7) 0.397b

Number of PD medicationse, f

0 1 (1.6) 2 (2.6) 0 0.721a

1 3 (4.8) 5 (6.6) 1 (4.3)

2 2 (3.2) 8 (10.5) 4 (17.4)

3 12 (19.4) 11 (14.5) 3 (13.0)

C 4 44 (71.0) 50 (65.8) 15 (65.2)

Healthcare visit cost, median (IQR)

Cost, USD$ (IQR) 9490.7

(5939.9–15,266.4)

4112.7

(2106.5–6381.9)

6377.6

(3391.5–13,958.8)

\0.001g

Comorbidities

CVD 13 (21.0) 10 (13.2) 4 (17.4) 0.472a

CKD 22 (35.5) 17 (22.4) 7 (30.4) 0.232a

Hypertension 28 (45.2) 33 (43.4) 11 (47.8) 0.929a

Diabetes 11 (17.7) 16 (21.1) 3 (13.0) 0.670a

Cancer 17 (27.4) 4 (5.3) 4 (17.4) 0.002a

Data are presented as n (%), unless otherwise noted
CSAI continuous subcutaneous apomorphine infusion, CKD chronic kidney disease, CVD cardiovascular disease, DAT
device-aided therapy, DBS deep brain stimulation, IQR interquartile range, LCIG levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel, PD
Parkinson’s disease, USD$ United States dollars
ap values were calculated using the chi-square test
bp values were calculated using the Kruskal–Wallis test
cBoth levodopa/carbidopa and levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone
dLevodopa/carbidopa, levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone, and levodopa/benserazide
eIncludes the 12 months prior to initiation of DAT
fIncludes oral levodopa
gp value was calculated using a generalized linear model with gamma distribution with log-link
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medications) was significantly lower in the
groups receiving LCIG and DBS, with a slight
increase in the group receiving CSAI (LCIG vs.
CSAI, p\0.001; DBS vs. CSAI, p\0.001; Sup-
plementary Fig. S1).

Reports of AEs as extracted from the review
of notes in patient records are summarized in
Supplementary Table S3. The most mentioned
AE was redness/infections around the implant
[LCIG, 14 (22.6%); DBS, 4 (5.3%); CSAI, 0 (0%)].
There were 37 deaths; LCIG, 22 (35.5%); DBS, 6
(7.9%); CSAI, 9 (39.1%). Median (IQR) age at
death was: 75.5 (69.8 - 80.6) years LCIG; 80
(74.4 - 80.1) years DBS; 82.6 (76.2 - 85.7) years
CSAI.

Healthcare Visits

Patients receiving LCIG demonstrated a trend
toward a reduced number of hospitalization

days (p\0.001), with a higher proportion of
patients having no hospitalization days in the
12 months after the initiation of treatment than
before (45.2% vs. 1.6%; Supplementary Fig. S2).
Hospitalizations for the 12 months leading to
the last LCIG measurement were consistent
with those for the 12 months following LCIG
initiation (0 hospitalization days, 48.4% vs.
45.2%). Patients treated with DBS (p\0.001)
had more hospitalization days in the 12 months
following treatment initiation compared with
the 12 months prior to treatment (1.3% vs.
68.4%). The largest increase in hospitalization
days among patients treated with DBS was
observed in the group having 5–9 days of hos-
pital stays in a year. In the last DAT measure-
ment, however, hospitalizations among
patients with DBS were similar to baseline levels
(5–9 hospitalization days, 3.9% vs. 5.3%).
Slightly fewer patients treated with CSAI
(p = 0.192) had no hospitalization days in the
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Fig. 2 Time to discontinuation of DAT. p values were
calculated using the log-rank test. CSAI continuous
subcutaneous apomorphine infusion, DAT device-aided
therapy, LCIG levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel. aMean
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12 months after treatment initiation than
before (65.2% vs. 60.9%). In the last DAT mea-
surement, the proportion of patients with 0
hospitalization days decreased (43.5%), while
the proportion of patients with 1–4 (30.4%)
or C 15 (21.7%) hospitalization days increased.

The trends in emergency department visits
were consistent across the three treatments,
with a slight increase in the proportion of
patients having two or more emergency
department visits (p[0.05 for all). While this
increase was modest for patients treated with
LCIG and DBS, it was substantial for those
treated with CSAI (17.4% 12 months after
treatment initiation vs. 0% before treatment).
At the last DAT measurement, emergency
department visits were unchanged from
12 months following DAT initiation for patients
receiving CSAI, were similar to pre-DAT levels
for patients receiving DBS, and, for patients
receiving LCIG, more patients had either 0
or C 2 emergency department visits than at
prior timepoints. For outpatient visits, the
trends among patients receiving LCIG
(p = 0.95) were fairly consistent before and after
initiation of treatment. However, there was an
increase (p\0.01 for all) in the proportion of
patients having[40 outpatient visits
12 months after initiation of treatment versus
before initiation of treatment in the DBS (61.8%
vs. 43.4%) and CSAI (91.3% vs. 78.2%) groups.
Outpatient visits were generally similar between
baseline and last DAT measurement for LCIG

and DBS, and were similar between 12 months
post-DAT and last DAT measurement for CSAI.

In the 12 months before initiating DAT (i.e.,
baseline period), median annualized healthcare
visit costs were almost 50% higher in the group
of patients receiving LCIG ($9491) than in the
group receiving CSAI ($6378), and more than
twice that of the group receiving DBS ($4113;
Supplementary Table S4). For patients receiving
LCIG, healthcare visit costs decreased in the
first 12 months of DAT use to $8146, while
healthcare visit costs increased in the first
12 months for patients receiving DBS and CSAI.
Beyond the first 12 months, patients treated
with LCIG and DBS demonstrated reduced
healthcare visit costs in the 12 months before
the last DAT measurement compared with the
12 months after treatment initiation (LCIG,
$5778 vs. $8146; DBS, $4320 vs. $7677).
Healthcare visit costs rose slightly for those
treated with CSAI in the 12 months before the
last DAT measurement compared with the
12 months after treatment initiation ($8696 vs.
$8277).

DISCUSSION

In this retrospective, non-confirmatory analysis,
long-term persistence rates with LCIG therapy
are high (89.3% after 12 months), with a mean
time to discontinuation of 86.4 months, while
CSAI had a lower long-term persistence rate and
a shorter time to discontinuation. Continuation
with DBS cannot be readily measured in the
MHS database because the device is not typi-
cally removed after it ceases to offer benefit.
Therefore, DBS is not included in the analysis of
treatment persistence, but is included in
comedication and healthcare visit analyses to
provide real-world information for all available
forms of DAT.

To our knowledge, this is the first long-term,
real-world assessment of treatment persistence
on DAT with data that cover a study period of
nearly 10 years. The discontinuation rate for
LCIG observed in our study was 10.7% in the
first 12 months. This compares favorably with
results from a 12-month phase 3 clinical trial in
which 23.2% of patients discontinued before

bFig. 3 Treatments for Parkinson’s disease given in
addition to DAT over time. CR controlled-release, CSAI
continuous subcutaneous apomorphine infusion, DAT
device-aided therapy, DBS deep brain stimulation, LCIG
levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel, PD Parkinson’s disease.
aZero added PD medications represents monotherapy.
bPatients with DAT monotherapy and only CR formu-
lations of levodopa as additional oral co-medication.
cNumber of added PD medications refers to those given
in addition to DAT in the 6 months before baseline,
90 days before and 90 days after the 12-month timepoint,
and 6 months before final DAT. Levodopa may be
included in the number of added PD medications. p
values were calculated using chi-square test
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the end of the trial [15]. Patients enrolled in this
study and another phase 3 study were able to
continue with LCIG in a rollover study until
they transitioned to a commercially available
product; overall, 75% of patients continued
LCIG for at least 3 years (with a mean LCIG
exposure of 4.1 years) [16]. In the DAPHNE
study, 36% of patients treated with LCIG dis-
continued therapy during 3 years of follow-up
[17]. A post hoc analysis of the GLORIA registry
found a 12-month discontinuation rate of 17%
for stable LCIG monotherapy and 23% for
stable LCIG-based polytherapy [7]. In a real-
world assessment of patients receiving CSAI,
34% discontinued by month 24, with a mean
treatment duration of 7.4 months [18]. In con-
trast, patients in our study receiving CSAI had a
24-month continuation rate of 53.8% and a
mean treatment duration of 42.4 months.
Finally, results from a recent international
prospective, multicenter, real-life cohort obser-
vational study (EuroInf 2), which also included
patients whose PD symptoms were managed
with DBS, showed similar results, with no
patients discontinuing any treatment during
the 6-month study [19]. Our analysis extends
the reported duration of LCIG treatment in the
real world, with a longer follow-up period than
that in the GLORIA registry and COSMOS
studies (2 years prospectively and a mean of
3 years retrospectively). While our analysis
includes a smaller total population than that of
the GLORIA or COSMOS studies, the Maccabi
database comprises data from approximately
25% of the population of Israel. Therefore,
patients included here represent approximately
25% of the total number of patients using DAT
for PD treatment in Israel. Our results suggest
that LCIG can be effective for long-term man-
agement of advanced PD in most patients
[7, 12].

Patients receiving LCIG have a higher rate of
monotherapy use than do patients who receive
DBS or CSAI. While these data do not allow for
speculation on the reasons for the differences in
monotherapy rates, treatment patterns
observed here reflect the common practice of
avoiding the discontinuations of all other anti-
parkinsonian medications while using DBS or
CSAI. These results are consistent with those

from a recent study that found that 26.8% of
patients were managed with LCIG monother-
apy after 6 months, compared with 7.6% treated
with DBS [20]. Patients taking LCIG also had a
reduction in the total number of drugs used to
treat PD, with little change seen with patients
taking CSAI or DBS. LCIG monotherapy has also
been shown to have a similar safety profile to
polytherapy, giving confidence that a simplified
treatment approach is an appropriate option for
patients with advanced PD [21].

There have been few long-term, real-world
analyses of DAT use in patients with advanced
PD. Furthermore, there is a lack of data on the
ability of these therapies to be relied on as
monotherapy in this setting. Similar to results
observed in this study, findings reported in the
COSMOS study revealed that patients who
received LCIG as monotherapy showed similar
symptom control to those patients who were
taking LCIG in combination with other PD
medications [12]. This was also confirmed in a
post hoc analysis of the GLORIA registry [7]. Of
note, patients in this study were taking a med-
ian of five to six levodopa tablets daily, pro-
viding support for the 5-2-1 criteria for
identification of patients with advanced PD
[22, 23].

It is important to evaluate healthcare use as
advancing PD is associated with significant
economic burden that impacts patients, care-
givers, and healthcare systems [24]. Initiation of
DAT requires comprehensive evaluation and
follow-up, with some devices requiring surgical
interventions [9]. Evaluating the frequency of
healthcare visits and their associated costs after
DAT initiation is important to quantify one
aspect of the economic value of DAT and
inform treatment selection and coverage. In
this study, hospitalization days decreased in the
12 months following LCIG initiation compared
with the 12 months prior to initiation, while for
DBS, hospitalization days increased. While we
have not studied the underlying causes of the
differences in hospitalization days in the three
groups, they are likely attributable to underly-
ing disease severity at baseline, patient demo-
graphics, clinical characteristics, and the
treatment modalities themselves. Reasons for
healthcare visits (including hospitalizations,
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emergency department visits, and outpatient
visits) were not captured, thus limiting our
ability to discern between an AE-related visit
versus a PD-related visit versus a non-PD–related
visit.

A major advantage of MHS is that it provides
patient data that spans multiple decades with a
low attrition rate (\1% annually), and the use
of electronic records helps to facilitate data
analysis and processing. The fact that patients
remain in the database long term allows for a
‘‘cradle-to-grave’’ analysis of patients’ diseases,
and makes it one of the most comprehensive
databases available. MHS is based in Israel, a
country with universal healthcare, and where
citizens can choose their health maintenance
organization and are able to switch from one
plan to another. Another benefit of this
healthcare database is that data can be extracted
from free text searches of patients’ records.
Some of the data in this analysis, including AEs,
were derived from manual text searches of
physicians’ notes attached to the electronic
medical record. However, these data are limited
by the level of detail provided in the notes. As a
result, any variability in the completeness of
these notes may influence the reported results,
especially in the smaller groups. Additional
potential indicators of safety, such as prescrip-
tion data, were not used in this analysis, as
indirect inference of AEs from prescriptions
would be highly speculative.

Another limitation was the relatively small
size of the population, notably the 23 patients
included in the group receiving CSAI. As a
result, it was not possible to match patients in
the three different groups, so no adjusted anal-
yses were conducted. In addition, a selection
bias for the prescription of the different treat-
ments at baseline, based on demographic and
clinical characteristics such as PD severity,
cannot be ruled out. In particular, patients
receiving DBS were younger, with a shorter
disease duration at baseline than patients
receiving LCIG and CSAI. As a result, this study
should be regarded as hypothesis generating
rather than hypothesis testing. However, given
the lack of real-world data on the use of DAT to
treat advanced PD, this analysis provides
important insights into the use of DAT in the

clinical setting and should help to inform its
role moving forward.

In this analysis, treatment persistence was
used as an indirect indication of efficacy and
safety of DAT. A lack of true clinical measures of
disease state and severity (e.g., ‘‘Off’’ and ‘‘On’’
dyskinesia times, scores on clinical scales like
the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale or
Non-Motor Symptom Scale) are a key weakness
of this study. In the EuroInf study, both CSAI
and LCIG therapies had beneficial effects on
motor and non-motor symptoms, as well as
health-related quality of life, indicating that
these treatments are effective in a real-world
setting, although follow-up was limited to
6 months [25]. Continuation of therapy in our
analysis does suggest that the risk–benefit cal-
culation led to continuation of treatment, and
hence continued effectiveness can be assumed.
Although it was not possible to measure con-
tinuation of DBS in this analysis, the fact that
follow-up of treatment with DAT in a real-world
setting for a mean of approximately 7 years for
treatment with LCIG and 3.5 years for CSAI
suggests that these devices can have long-term
efficacy. Indeed, results of studies in other
therapeutic areas have shown a correlation
between continuation of therapy and clinical
efficacy [26]. It should be noted, however, that
data for the last visit are for the 12 months
before that visit, so these data are based on
variable length of follow-up, potentially skew-
ing the results in some cases. As PD is a pro-
gressive disease, this can bias long-term results
in favor of therapies with a shorter follow-up.
Therefore, definitive conclusions cannot be
drawn from the last visit data, particularly
regarding comedication and healthcare visits.
Despite this methodological weakness, this
approach does allow for a long natural follow-
up in a real-world setting.

Reasons for patient discontinuation of DAT
in this analysis (e.g., AEs, lack of effectiveness)
are not available. However, a retrospective
examination of medical records for patients
receiving CSAI for at least 6 months found that
the most common reason for discontinuation
was troublesome dyskinesia, and many younger
patients transitioned to DBS following CSAI
therapy [27]. A recent retrospective analysis of
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patients who received LCIG for an average of
2.6 years found that the most common reasons
for discontinuation were device-related side
effects and less efficacy than expected by the
patient [28]. In another retrospective study, the
discontinuation rate was 21% during an average
of 22 months of LCIG treatment, with death
and poor compliance being the primary rea-
sons; device-related complications and compli-
cations with percutaneous endoscopic gastro-
jejunostomy occurred, but did not lead to the
discontinuation of LCIG [29].

There were also some limitations to the
healthcare visit analysis. The costs reported here
reflect the costs of hospitalizations, emergency
department visits, and outpatient visits, and do
not include the costs of medications, indirect
costs (i.e., loss of productivity) nor the cost of
DAT. In the first 12 months of DAT use, most
patients receiving DBS experienced one to nine
hospitalization days, more than in the other
two groups of participants. There is no single
protocol for follow-up of patients receiving DBS
in Israel. While each center has different regu-
lations, none begin adjusting DBS immediately
after surgery. In this analysis, hospitalization
days in the first 12 months of DAT use include
visits for DAT placement and adjustment,
including an (optional) nasojejunal test phase
for LCIG. Differences in hospitalization days
likely reflect the invasive nature of device
placement and the need for its adjustment
rather than any negative sequelae. It is not
possible to distinguish reasons for hospitaliza-
tion in this dataset, limiting our ability to reach
conclusions about healthcare visits and their
associated costs. However, these results do agree
with previous data indicating treatment with
LCIG may stabilize long-term healthcare costs
[17]. It is also not possible to accurately estimate
LEDD for patients receiving LCIG or CSAI
because the levodopa/apomorphine dose
administered via the respective devices cannot
be accurately estimated from prescription data
alone. Future analyses may explore the impact
of DAT on other economic outcomes such as
indirect and medication costs.

CONCLUSIONS

DAT are effective and well maintained in
patients with advanced PD. Results from our
retrospective analysis of the MHS database sug-
gest that patients receiving LCIG treatment may
have higher long-term persistence rates com-
pared with patients receiving CSAI. A subgroup
of patients was treated with DAT as a
monotherapy without any additional oral anti-
parkinsonian medications. Patients treated with
LCIG had the highest rates of DAT monother-
apy (up to 29% in the long-term follow-up).
Healthcare visits decrease after initiation of
LCIG, as reflected by a low number of hospi-
talization days and reduced overall healthcare
visit costs.
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